LD
LD-Plus

Visualizing SNP Statistics in the Context of Linkage
Disequilibrium

Introduction
LD-Plus
Plus is a data visualization script for the display of single SNP statistics in the context of linkage
disequilibrium and haplotype structures. LD
LD-Plus can display both continuous and categorical SNP statistics, and
is designed to parse Haploview output to display both D' and r2 LD plots, called or user-defined
defined haplotype
blocks, and haplotype frequencies.

Example Output

Installation

For Windows
1. Download and install Ruby. I used the one-click installer as the simplest option.
http://rubyforge.org/frs/download.php/47082/ruby186-27_rc2.exe
Enable RubyGems needs to be checked. Otherwise use defaults for installation.

2. Download RMagick windows gem from the rmagick-win32 section of
http://rubyforge.org/frs/?group_id=12&release_id=35951

3. Extract to a temporary directory

4. Run ImageMagick-6.5.3-10-Q8-windows-dll.exe to install ImageMagick. Accept the default options.

5. Make sure RubyGems is up-to-date. If you are using an older version, update it now. Enter the command
•

gem update --system

**6. Installing the gem is very simple. Start a Command Prompt window. Use the cd command to make the
temporary directory that contains the unzipped files the current directory. Enter this command:
•

gem install rmagick --local

You should see:
•

Successfully installed rmagick-2.10.0-x86-mswin32

If instead you get the message
•

Error installing gem rmagick[.gem]: buffer error

then you didn't update RubyGems. Do so now and re-run the gem install command.

7. Download ld_plus.rb from
http://chgr.mc.vanderbilt.edu/ritchielab/method.php?method=ldplus

For Linux
1. Download and install Ruby. See the following site for instructions on Linux and OS X.
http://www.ruby-lang.org/en/downloads/

2. Download and install ImageMagick. See the following site for instructions on Linux and OS X.
http://rmagick.rubyforge.org/install2-linux.html
http://rmagick.rubyforge.org/install-osx.html

3. Download ld_plus.rb from
http://chgr.mc.vanderbilt.edu/ritchielab/method.php?method=ldplus

Haploview Pre-processing
Haploview is a popular software tool developed by the Broad Institute to process SNP data to assess linkage
disequilibrium, haplotype structure, and basic association statistics in family-based and case-control data.
Haploview is available at:
http://www.broadinstitute.org/haploview/haploview
Haploview can be executed as a command-line utility without a graphical user interface. In the Linux
environment, this is accomplished by downloading the Java Archive (JAR) file for Haploview from the Broad
website. The full list of command line options for Haploview is available here:

http://www.broadinstitute.org/science/programs/medical-and-population-genetics/haploview/chapter-3command-line-options

If we have a PED file formatted collection of genotype data called MyData.ped, and a map file called

MyData.map, we would execute Haploview like so to generate all necessary LD statistics and haplotype block
calls for LD-Plus input.

java -jar Haploview.jar -n -pedfile MyData.ped -info MyData.map -skipcheck -blockoutput GAB -dprime
This command will produce two files: MyData.ped.GABRIELblocks and MyData.ped.LD that contain haplotype
block definitions (by the Gabriel et al. method) and D' and r2 LD statistics, respectively.

Continuous SNP Statistics
Any continuous SNP statistic, such as p-values, Fsts, minor allele frequencies, and genotyping efficiency, can be
displayed in LD-Plus as a line graph. Continuous statistics should be arranged in a tab-delimited file like so:

SNP
rs13228494
rs2968855
rs2907948
rs11763311
rs2968853

Fst -0.2 0.5
0.1867
0.0896
0.1016
0.0259
0.0828

-Log(p-value) 0.0 16.2
0.236862
16.1181
16.1181
1.868209
16.1181

The header for each column should contain the label for the statistic followed by space-delimited lower and
upper bounds for the axis labels. In this example, Fst values range from -0.2 to 0.5 and the -Log(p-value) ranges
from 0.0 to 16.2. It is important to note that statistic labels cannot contain spaces.
Multiple Statistics can be shown in the same track and thus on the same axis. The following example would
display three ethnic specific statistics on the same scale and track, with color and dash-patterns. The data series
label within this track is specified after the axis ranges in the column header.

SNP
rs13228494
rs2968855
rs2907948
rs11763311
rs2968853

-Log(Exact) 0.0 16.2 AA/EA
16.1181
3.068303
0.641694
9.21034
3.092243

-Log(p-value) 0.0 16.2 AA/HC
0.236862
16.1181
16.1181
1.868209
16.1181

Categorical SNP Information
LD-Plus can also display multiple binary SNP attributes to indicate inclusion of a SNP in a group. For example,
exonic SNPs, SNPs in regulatory elements, or availability of SNPs on common genotyping platforms can be
displayed. Categorical SNP attributes are specified in a tab-delimited text file like so:

SNP
rs13228494
rs2968855
rs2907948
rs11763311
rs2968853

Exonic
0
1
0
0
1

Affymetrix_6.0
1
1
0
0
1

In this file, 1 indicates inclusion in the group and 0 indicates exclusion from the group. As with the continuous
data file, column headers become titles for the SNP attribute track, and cannot contain spaces.

Running LD-Plus
If we have generated Haploview output files for MyData.ped as described above, and generated a continuous
SNP information file, MyData.stats, and a categorical SNP information file, MyData.snpinfo, we would run
From a command prompt, type:
ruby ld_plus.rb -r -d -l MyData.ped.LD -i MyData.map -b MyData.ped.GABRIELblocks -a MyData.stats -s
MyData.snpinfo
This will generate the desired plot.

